ASPIRE ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT DAY CHAIR
QUICK ASSEMBLY GUIDE

Carton Contains:
1. Seat base & frame x 1
2. Side frame left x 1
3. Side frame right x 1
4. Backrest & frame x 1
5. Backrest connectors x 2
6. Extension legs x 2 (front)
7. Extension legs with wheels x 2 (rear)
8. Head cushion x 1
9. Hand wheels x 8 (located on frame)

ASSEMBLY [3 STAGE PROCESS]

Step 1 – Attach side frames to seat base

Note – The front of the side frames has a near vertical leg section while the rear angles outwards. The front of the seat base is the section with the knee bolster, a raised section of padding for additional support.

- Align left side frame with left side of seat base (A).
- Push horizontal connectors into place (B).
- Fasten with 2 x hand wheels (C).
- Repeat for right side
- Ensure all 4 hand wheels (2 x each side) are fastened tightly (D).
**ASSEMBLY CONT..**

**Step 2 – Mount the backrest**

- Align and insert backrest connectors x 2 into the seat base frame (A).
- Position backrest frame over the connectors so they insert into both sides, lower backrest to the desired height (B) and fasten 2 x hand wheels (C).
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**Step 3 – Insert the extension legs**

NOTE – Extension legs with wheels may only be located at the back of the frame, allowing the chair to be tilted to manoeuvre (without a person in it).

- Align and insert to desired height 2 x extension legs without wheels to the front of frame (A).
- Align and insert to desired height 2 x extension legs with wheels to the rear of frame (B).
- Ensure locking pins click into place at the same height hole on both the left and right sides.
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The adjustable day chair is now assembled.